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ABSTRACT. iSpuUermf; yiolclH of ailver in ciolliHioii w ith tlio ions of noblo at
energies lium  3-7  Kev were rletermiuod by tiaeev m ethod Angiilai distnbiil,ion of the 
sputtorod atom s of silver was moiisurod JtesiiH-s uk* disciisRed and eompaiod w ith the existing 
thoones. \
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Tlio sLiidics of the plionomeiia of sputtoring of tb(‘ solid surfaces an' of 
(iurrcnt interest, since it gives some ideas of the mechanism of tlic siirfai.e collision 
processes hy energetic ions. Such studies ol the metal sui'fa(*,es are iiniiortaiit for 
optimising the ion retention conrlition of a (^olloetor in an eleetromagnetic isotope 
separator and the use of the ions of noble gases gives mfoimationfs about the 
improvement of tlie method of preparation ol the gaseous isotopic targets, required 
in the experiments of nuclear physics.
Wclmer (1955) has reviewed the results of the expenmentB on the sputtering 
by low energy ions. Moore (1957), Brian ei al. (1958), (fr^nlmid et al. 
(1960), Rol tl al. (1960), Yonts al, (1960) and Wchner (1960) have given the 
results on the sputtering yield for energies below 10 0  kev and some of them present 
the angular distribution of the sputtered material Almen and Bruce (1961) have 
investigated various aspects of sputtering of metal by ions of noble gases as well 
as other ions in the light of the collection problems of the isotopes.
In the present paper, we have presented some preliminary results of the 
measurement of the sputtering yields of silver along with the angular distribution 
of the sputtered materials for ions of helium, neon, krypton and xenon at energies 
from 3-7 Kev.
E X T E R I M E N T A L  M E ' J ’ H O D
The system employed in the present experiment consists of a magnetic oscil­
lation type arc disesharge ion source with radial extraction arrangements with 
a 3/16" diameter hole for extraction of the ions. The electronic circuits used in 
the experiment, are power supplies for the arc, filament and the accelerating volt­
age previously described by Karniohapatro (1960). The sputtering chamber 
with the silver-110 m target and the ion source are shown in Fig. 1. 99-100%  
pure gases are introduced to the ion source. The number of ions, on the target,
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considered to be all as singly charged, was estimated by a current indicator and 
integrator. For each experiment with the different gases, the ion current was 
fixed at ^^IO/aA by varying the arc condition, to avoid unequal heating ol‘ the 
target, Avbich miglit cause variations in the* total yield. The sputtering chamber 
was kept at a pressure Hg in course of bombardment with the aid of
a differential pumping arrangement.
1. Schem atic diagram of the lonnource and the Hputtermg cham ber, (1) 40 m il dia 
tm igsten fiUmpiit, (2) molybdenum plate, (H) gas inlet and electrical load for anode, 
(4) graphite anode, (G) electrical m sulation (E igan), (G) m etal casing, (7) ion o x ii s lit, 
(8) w ater cooling tubes, (9) collector of the sputtered atom s, (10) s ilv er-llO m  targ et, 
(11) insulated flange for hlam oiit holders.
The total activity in the collector cup was measured with a 1 ^" diameter 
Nal crystal scintillation spectrometer. The counts lor each collector give the 
relative sputtering yield for ions of different energy and mass. The sputtering 
yield, jS, (atom per ion) at 5 Ivev for neon ions, found by Gr0nlund et al. (1960) 
as 5 .5 , was normalised to that estimated by the radioactivity in our experiment. 
This value of 8  at 5 Kov is reasonable, when compared to 1.98 found by Laogried 
and Weliner (1961) at 600 ev. With respect to this absolute value, S  was esti­
mated for different ions of the noble gases of various energies in collision with silver 
surface.
The angular distribution w^ as measured by the activity, with a Geiger countei'j 
of the small pieces (1/16" dia) of the collector cup, cut uniformly in the radial 
direction.
In all oases, the target was bombarded by normally incident ions and after 
each bombardment the target was properly (doaned.
Since the sputtering chamber was within the magnetic field of the ion source 
itself, the number of the secondary electrons from the target was assumed to be 
negligible.
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Fig. 2  sliowB the sputtering yield ^ as a function of the mass iiimiher of the 
noble gas ions in collision with silver. Figs. !1 and 4 show the energy versus yield 
curve for kryi)ton and xenon ions ro.sj)ectively. Fig 5 is the polar diagram .showing 
the angular distribution of the sputtered atoms for different ion masses at 5 Kev. 
Figs. 6 and 7 aie the polar diagrams sliowing the angular distribution of the 
materials sputtered by different energy ions.
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Eig. 2. iSputtoring yield, S, as a function of mass of ion for normally incident 5 Kuv ions 
on silver-110 m target.
Eig. 3 Sputtering yield a.s a function of 
ion energy for krypton ions normally 
incident on ailv er-llO m  target.
Eig. 4. Sputtering yield ag a fim ction of 
ion energy for xenon ions normally 
inoidont on silver- 1 1 0 m target.
D I S C U S S I O N
The theoretical models, explaining the sputtering process are mainly (1) 
the theory of evaporation and the (2 ) momentum transfer process.
The velocity of the sputtered atouKs, determined by VVehner (1959), mass 
dependence of the sputtering yields found by many authors and in the present 
work, the ejection patterns of the sputtered atoms in t-he preferential direction 
of a luonocrystal observed by Wehner (1955) and some other experimental 
results related to the sputtcM’ing phenomena cannot be explained by the eva­
poration theory.
The angular distribution of the sputtered materials measured by Seeliger 
and *Sommenne;\’er (1955), 13rian et(d (195S) and Gr^nlimd et al (I960) seems to 
follow coHjn(‘ law, so that the evaporation tlieory is supported.
The results ol t)ur measurements of the angular distribution of the sputtered 
material with the ion energy and mass are prcstuited in Irigs. 5, ti and 7. The 
polar diagrams sre dravui such that the enclosed areas m eacdi diagram are propor-
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1*^1 g 5 Uolur cljapvfun of m alem il spuflerod 
from silvoi‘-lU ) m by  normally muidoni 
K ev ions of helium, noon, kiypton and xoiion
Fig. (i. Polar diagiani of maiorial sputtorod 
horn Hilvor-llOm by noim ally incident 
kiyiiton ions of diltoront energies.
F ig . 7. Polar diagram of m aterial sputtered from silver-J lO m  by normally incident xenon 
ions of different energies.
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tional to the relative sputtering yields. The alight asymmetry with tlie normal 
in some* of these curves is probably for deviation from the perpcndicnilar im;idence 
due to some mechanical inisahgnmeiit of the collector
All the diagrams show that the angular distribution seems to be over-cosine 
in this energy range. This is in agreement with that found by Ttol H al. (1060) 
for 20 Kv ions in copper or by llolmstron and Knight (1961) for argon ions in 
silver. For low energy ions the angular distribution is under-cosine, observed 
by Wehner H al. (1060). From all these findings it seems that depending on the 
energy and masses of the ions and the targets along with the orjciitations of a poly- 
crystalline target, the angular distribution is influenced, since in (;ase of a mono­
crystal, the sputtering prefers a closed pairked direction of the (;rysl>al plane. 
However, considering all the observations the evaporation theory ciannot explain 
the nature of change in the angular distribution of the sjnittered materials.
Tt is difficult to compare the experimental results on the total sputtering 
yield iSf with the theoretical expectations, since the momentum theory, based on 
different assumptions and subject to modifications for different <-ases, (‘annot be 
applied in one form, but it indicates the nature of its dependence on the different 
parameters like mass, energy etc. Tn the light of the hard sphere collision niiodel 
worked out by Keywoll (1955), Thommen (1958), Pease (1958), Goldman ct al. 
(1958), the mass dependence of the sputtering yield can be explained
, Following the treatment of Rol et al. (1960), the sputtering yield is given by
S =  K 1
A ■ (M j-fir ,)2
where K is a constant, M ,^ M 2 are masses of the incident ion and the target, E  
is the energy of the incident ions. The mean free path
A -
TrBHff
where »?„ is the number of lattice atoms per unit volume and the collision radius
'  e,SXJM^
as given by Seitz et al. (1956), swhore (7 is a constant, c^ , the dielectric constant in 
vacuum, a^ , the first Bohr radius in hydrogen atom, e, the elementary charge, 
Z] and Zg arc the atomic numbers of the incident ion and the target.
With a simple assumption that the sputtering happens in the first collision, 
the above expression is worked opt. Assuming this model to be valid for the present
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energy range, we calculated the values of for ions of different masses and energies. 
In calculating the theoretical values of 8  the 'value of K  was chosen to give the 
best agreement with the experimental value 5.5) for 5Kv neon in silver, 
found by Gr^nhind ei aL (1960) With this value of K, the values of the sputter­
ing ;^ dcMs of silver, bombarded with ions of noble gases as a function of energy 
and masses of ions are shown in Figs. 2, 3 and 4. The comparison shows that the 
agreement is better for Xe+ than TCr*^  in silver. The general discrepancy may be 
due to (1 ) a multiple collision process Instead of the single collision approximation 
u,sed in the theory, (2) the deviation of the value of K  as shown by Almen and Bruce 
(1961) from a constant one, approximated in the above theory The major dis­
agreement between the experimental results and the theoretical expectations lies 
in the fact that the value of S  for kr37-|iton ions is relatively lower than that for neon 
ions, secondly, the maximum near 5 Kev in the sputtering yield versus ion energy 
for krypton and xenon ions cannot be explained with this model. The maximum 
near 5Kv with silver bombarded by helium and neon ions, observed by Gr0nlund 
et al (1960) is similar to our observations for xenon and krypton ions. For 
nitrogen and neon in collision Avith copper, R,ol et ah (1960) have found a maxi­
mum for S  near 15 Kev The maximum may be explained by the two opposite 
effects of the increasing energy, one of Avhich increases the probability and the 
other increases the mean fret' patli, thus reducing the probability of collision. 
Then the nature and position of such anaximum will depend upon the target 
material and the bombarding ion. From the few experimental results observed 
so far, such dependence cannot be unicpiely established The I o w it  value of S  
for krypton ions as compared vnth neon ions in collision with silver surface 
also cannot be explained Aviili the theory discussed above. Further examinations 
of more such data may be helpful for understanding the process in more detail.
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